Introduction
Let E be a separable Banach space and (Q, S, n) a (standard) measure space. We denote by L^E) the space of integrable functions Q-^E. It is known that if E does not contain Co==Co(^), then L^E) does not contain Co [2] . The purpose of this work is to show in an opposite direction that even when E is by no way close to CQ, L 1 (E) can contain sequences which somehow behave like the unit basis of CQ. Recall that a Banach space has the Schur property if weak null sequences go to zero in norm.
We shall show the following.
THEOREM A. -There exists a separable Banach space E which has the Schur property, such that for each family a^ of real fl^k^l, such that:
there exists a sequence /^eL 1 (E), such that: Inf|fc,|^||S^/J|^a,.,sup|fc,|.
I 6 I
Since E has the Schur property it follows from RosenthaFs theorem [3] that each sequence (X^) of E which does not converge in norm has a subsequence equivalent to the basis of I 1 . However the sequence (/") of L^E) has a behavior which is close to the basis of CQ. Since it is possible to choose (a^j,) such that for each nlim(a^ ^) = 1, in k the language of spreading models, L 1 (E) has CQ as a spreading model, while E has J 1 as unique spreading model.
The whole difficulty of the construction is that in E there should be "very few" sequences equivalent to the basis of I 1 .
Setting of the construction
Let us set T^=={0, 1}", T= UT^. For seT let \s\ be the unique n for which seT^. For s, teT, |s| ==n, |([ ==m, n^m, s=(5i, . . ., &"), t=(t^ . . ., ^), we write s < t if V i ^ n, Si = ti. With this order, T is the usual dyadic tree. For t e T, n ^ [ 11, we write 11 n the unique 5 e U^ for which s < t.
Let us denote by (^eT ^e canonical basis of IR^. In the next paragraph, we shall construct a family H of IR'^, and we shall define for x e R^: (4) ||x||=sup{|<^,x>|,^eH}.
Let E be the completion of (R^, || . ||). It will be true that \\e,\\ =1. We denote by e* the element of E* given by e* (e^) =1 if t = t' and zero otherwise.
Let Q = Y[ T^, and let p, be the canonical measure on Q (i. e. the product measure n when each T^ is given the measure which puts weight 2'" at each point).
Let ^:Q^T^ be the projection of rank n. Let h^ (©) = ^ ^. The reader has noticed that the setting of this construction is very similar to the setting of the construction [4] of a space E with the Dunford-Pettis property such that ^([0, I], E) fails the Dunford-Pettis property. However the idea of the construction of the norm is rather different.
Construction of the norming functionals
We start with H()= [ef; teT}. We shall construct inductively subsets H^ of R ( Let X" be the set of subsets A = {t^ . . ., tp} of T with the following property:
Vl^f^/?, K-l^n.
(6) 35eT^, s<r,, V;^.
(7) If |rJ = c,, for 1 ^ i <j ^p one has tj \ c; = ^-+11 c4
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The element s will be called the stem of A and be denoted by s (A For geR^\ let V(g)=sup{|r|; <g, ^> ^0}. Let n>0. Consider a sequence fc (1) = n < k (2) < . . . < k (p) and a sequence ^ (f) e H\ (l) such that:
[The reader should make a picture of the supports of the g(i).] We define H^ as the set of sums 1/4 ^ ^(f) of the above type, and H^ as U H^.
i^p n^l
The construction continues in the same way. Notice that each ^eH,, is of the type 4-n E e * Moreover, as is seen by induction, if Be A, ^=4"" ^ e* still belongs to H^.
(eA teB
Let H' be the set of finite sums ^ g,, where g, e H^. Let H = Ho U Hi U H'. 
E has the Schur property
By standard arguments of approximation, it is enough to show that if a sequence (/") e E such that /" = ^ x? ^ for A^ disjoint sets, || /" || = 1 it cannot go to zero weakly. 
Construction of (/")
In fact, (/") will be a subsequence of /!".
LEMMA. -Let (Hi) be a sequence of independent random variables uniformly distributed in {1, . . ., g}. Let
Moreover, P(q, n) is increasing in n and decreasing in q.
Proof.
Let (a^ ^ be the sequence of theorem A. One can suppose that a^k^^+i^ an<â^k^^k +i ^o r eac^ n ? ^-Let n(k) be the smallest integer such that a^^) .k^^+1-From the lemma, there exists an increasing sequence q(k) such that for each k ^ 1 one has the following conditions :
(14) For each integer n such that ^^2, nP(2 -fl(k) , n)^a^-1.
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We shall prove that the sequence /" = hq ^ satisfies the theorem. Let I be a finite set of integers, with k=lnfl and cardl=n. Let I the greatest integer such that ; +1 ^ a^fc. (It is possible that / = 0.) Let m = k +1 +1.
We have:^m^^, k<<+2^m^fl^^^ so n^n(m).
Hence:
Let us define a, (co) by f^ (co) = e^ ^y Let:
Since the maps co -> a^ (co) are independent and a^ (co) | q (m) takes for value each element of T^) with equal probability, one has ^(Z)^P(2 -4(W) , n). For coeZ, we have the trivial estimate || ^ ./i((o)|| ^n.
We show by induction over/? that for o^Z and geHp, we have:
The result is obvious for p = 0. A ssume it has been proved for p. Let g e Hp +1. Then we have a decomposition g= 1/4 ^ g(r) which satisfy (8) to (10). Let./ be the largest (14), so the right hand side is less than ?/2+ 1 ^?+1 ^a^j, which concludes the proof of the theorem.
